215s-19 Summer Motif
Suggested yarn:
• Pierrot Yarns Pont du Gard [100% linen; 188yds/172m per 1.41 oz./40g skein]; use small amount of every color required.
• motif A (sailboat): colors #01 neige, #03 glace, #04 elephant, #12 rouge
• motif D (bikini): color #12 rouge
• motif B (flower): colors #04 elephant, #06 mousse, #11 orange
• motif E (lifesaver): colors #01 neige, #07 horizon
• motif C (sundae): colors #01 neige, #04 elephant, #07 horizon, #08 fleur, #12 rouge
• motif F (hat): colors #04 elephant, #08 fleur

Tools/Notions:
• 1.75mm (US steel hook #6) crochet hook or size necessary to achieve gauge

Finished measurements:
• Refer to schematics.
Gauge may vary according to individual crochet style. Change hook size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.

Summary
※Note: Like all Japanese patterns, stitch counts given here for foundation chains do not include any chain sts needed for turning posts.
Motif A (Sailboat): Work foundation chain to begin, then work hull in sc. Work chain to begin mast, then continue to sail A. Work sail B into side of mast in stripes. Whipstitch mast to hull.
Motif B (Flower): Work magic ring to begin, then work sc in the round. Change yarn color for petals. Work foundation chain for stem, then crochet stem. For leaf, work into bottom loops of chain.
Seam stem to flower and leaf to stem.
Motif C (Sundae): Work magic ring to begin sundae, then work in sc and hdc in the round. Continue to 2 sc on row 2, then ch3. Starting from row 2, work back and forth in rows. Start cherry with
magic ring, then work in sc. Join yarn where indicated and work chain for stem. Seam cherry to body of sundae.
Motif D (Bikini): Work foundation chain to begin bikini top, then work in sc. Starting from row 2, work right and left sides separately. Crochet straps as chain from right and left sides; tie in a knot.
Start bikini bottoms as for top; after binding off, join bottoms to top where indicated using slip stitch.
Motif E (Lifesaver): Work foundation chain and join into the round. Work first round of stitches in sc colorwork, inserting hook into front loop and bottom loop together, and increasing as shown.
Motif F (Hat): Work magic ring to begin, then work sc back and forth in rows. Join yarn to hat at ☆ and work slip stitches on the surface of hat up until★. ch20, then tie this chain in a bow knot.
Abbreviations: ch = chain

hdc = half double crochet (US)

m = magic ring/circle

sc = single crochet (US)
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Motif A: Sailboat
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※Note: only a small amount of each color is required.
Use Pont du Gard for all motifs.
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Yarn requirements for all motifs
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Motif C: Sundae
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Motif D: Bikini
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※How to attach leaf to stem
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bikini bottoms

Motif E: Lifesaver

Motif F: Hat
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How to insert hook
into foundation chain

Insert hook into front loop
and bottom loop together.
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Tie knot in ribbon;
seam to hat.
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